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Material culture is an important component in the way we make sense 
of our everyday

The objects we surround ourselves with and the meanings we assign to 
them help shape our perceptions of the environment

They play a role in the ebbs and flows of how we communicate and 
perform in it

What we choose to keep, what we keep as a treasure

The whats and hows of what we give and receive tells a story that goes 
beyond a commodity exchange. 
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“Ni de aqui, ni de allá”

Neither from here nor from there



How does a group of Latin American 
immigrants living in Cache Valley 
maintain connections to “home” 
through material culture?



Methods

Code interviews in NVivo for:
•What
•How
•Why
•Building Home
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Results



From Country of Origin to 
the U.S.

• Encargos: using social 
networks to request specific 
items

•Gifts: non-requested items





Building a Connection to Home

•Remember roots

•Not so important what it was, but who gave it
•→ interpersonal connection in country of origin

•Sharing 
•→ interpersonal connection in new country



From U.S. to the Country 
of Origin 

• What: Clothes and Electronics

• How: Travel, friends, 
organizations

• Why: Ritual; Cheap

• Effect: 
• U.S. becomes part of their 

identity as others define them

• New interpersonal relationships in 
U.S.



Sentimental Objects

•Objects from country of 
origin
• → Objects represent people

•Objects created or obtained 
in the U.S.
• →creating new memories

(home)



Conclusion

Material objects help immigrants make and maintain 
relationships in their home country and the U.S., 

thereby allowing them to connect to home.



Thank you


